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O

ur new Enterprise Integration Solutions
team is helping companies use customer
messaging to improve performance throughout
the organization.
CUSTOMER MESSAGING IS EVOLVING RAPIDLY
IN MANY ORGANIZATIONS TODAY.
Efficiency at the production level is still a top
priority. So is improving the effectiveness of
individual messages. And the impact of digital
distribution is unmistakable.

But innovative companies are focusing less
on improving a single component of the messaging
process in isolation.
Instead, they are looking at the entire life
cycle of the message—which encompasses the five
key components of message creation, production,
distribution, receipt and updating—and are
examining how best to integrate and link them
together in a cohesive closed-loop sequence. And
they are looking to PB DMT for leadership.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 4
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A Year of Solid Growth in 2002
SALES ABROAD ARE ON TRACK FOR
A POSITIVE PERFORMANCE
Like most businesses, progress last year for DMT’s
international unit was slowed by the tragic events
related to Sept. 11th.
But the time was used productively to “accomplish a very complex integration, which involved
a myriad of legal issues and the logistics of merging
sales, service and back office operations,” says
Mike Muller, Managing Director for DMT’s
international operations.
“With the integration largely behind us, we
see bookings picking up nicely in most markets,
and we are preparing to capitalize fully on the
strength of our new organization.”

Five goals will guide DMTI in 2002,
according to Muller.

1 TURN IN A SOLID FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE
DMTI is working toward a 15 percent increase
in revenue growth, which is substantially ahead
of the industry average, and an earnings target of
10 percent EBIT.
“We have a solid position in the inserting
business with some exciting new product
introductions, a nicely growing opportunity
with sorters, and our docSense-related business
is poised to double in size this year,” he says.
“Plus, the prospects for our recently acquired
CONTINUED ON PAGE 7
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PRESIDENT’S
MESSAGE

The Power of One Company
By Brian Baxendale
Executive Vice President, Pitney Bowes Inc. Group President, Pitney Bowes Document Messaging Technologies

T

oday’s business world is complex, fast-changing and highly-interdependent. In this kind of dynamic
environment, speed of response is critical and success often hinges on the ability of an organization to be
nimble, resourceful and cohesive—all at the same time.

AGILE AND POWERFUL

“We have an

outstanding

array of core

competencies

in DMT that

encompasses

the full

spectrum of

Mike Critelli, our Chairman and Chief Executive Officer, has emphasized this point clearly when
he called attention to the importance of balancing the agility, zeal and customer-focus of our of
various business units with the marketing savvy, financial strength and distribution muscle of the
entire Pitney Bowes organization.
The goal is to bring all of the resources of Pitney Bowes to bear in a supportive, coordinated
manner as we develop and implement our custom-tailored, world-class solutions.
At DMT we have recently seen three prime examples of how the strength and unity of ‘One Pitney
Bowes’ yields results that far outstrip what any single group or competence could hope to achieve alone.
A COMPLEX INTEGRATION MADE FAST AND EASY

The first example involves our corporate legal, human resources and treasury staff along with key
personnel from Global Mailing Systems and Document Messaging Technologies.
It was their excellent planning, keen attention to detail and precise execution that enabled
Pitney Bowes to quickly absorb the geographically dispersed staff and facilities of the former B&H
MMT international operations and meld two separate organization into a single, cohesive and
powerful entity.
This integration was accomplished virtually seamlessly across more than a dozen countries with
widely varying legal, financial, regulatory and economic environments and enabled Pitney Bowes to
capitalize almost immediately on our newly expanded international organization.
A LANDMARK SALE IN ITALY—PRINTEL

The second example centers on the close working relationship that has quickly developed within our
new DMT international organization. This strong sense of unity focused on the customer clearly
illustrates the soundness of our global business strategy.
It was critical to our winning a new contract—for inserting and sorting equipment from the
premier service bureau in Italy—that is the largest single order ever won by DMT and the largest in
the industry over the past several years.
A CUSTOM-TAILORED PARTNERSHIP IN THE U.S.

hardware,

software,

services and

expertise…”

The third example involves the intense customer-focus and strong sense of team work and cooperation
exhibited by the staff of Pitney Bowes docSense, Document Factory Solutions, U.S. Mailing Systems
and Pitney Bowes Management Services.
Their efforts to build a partner-relationship and provide superior customer satisfaction, both
individually and jointly, have resulted in another landmark contract for Pitney Bowes. This
agreement—which spans five years and emphasizes technology and services—is with the Aetna
Insurance Co. and is worth many millions of dollars.
We have an outstanding array of core competencies in DMT that encompasses the full spectrum
of hardware, software, services and expertise required by our growing number of customers engaged
in the essential activities of messaging, transaction processing and customer relationship management.
No competitor can match our breadth and depth—especially when we align ourselves as ‘One
Pitney Bowes’ and draw upon the deep resources available from the entire organization. ■
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‘RAISING
THE BAR’

Assuring Future Sales Success

S

Michael Page,
President, MRP Consulting
Past success

is never a

guarantee

of future

performance.

ales are the lifeblood of any business organization. Without sales nothing else can really happen.
But sales don’t occur in isolation. They are the
result of hard work, team work and especially
thorough preparation.
To make sure our sales professionals are prepared and can capitalize on every selling situation,
DMT is bolstering both sales training and coaching.
“Pitney Bowes DMT has achieved remarkable
sales success over the past 10 years or so,” says
Michael Page, President of MRP Consulting, a
noted sales and marketing consulting firm and
now a key advisor to DMT.
“But each sale comes at the expense of a
competitor. And after years of sales losses, our
chief competitors are both determined and
desperate. Which means we must be even better
prepared if we are to continue our impressive
record of rapid growth.”
The DMT sales team is now using an approach
called the Holden Process to help to assure sales
success. And it is being aided by Michael Page,
who is experienced in both selling the Process and
managing its implementation in large organizations.
“The Holden Process goes well beyond the
features and benefits of a specific piece of hardware or software,” says Page. “It is really a way to
get past the print/mail finishing center so we can
help identify and solve our customers’ most
pressing business needs. And it is invaluable as
we continue our efforts to shift from being
viewed as a vendor to being valued as a partner.”
Four key components form the foundation
of the Holden Process. All focus on understanding and meeting the needs of customers, or how
our competitors are attempting to meet those
needs. Here’s a brief review.

ONE Understand the Customer’s Priorities
Every business is either a leader or a follower.
Companies that are leaders usually want technological innovation, so they can keep ahead of the
pack. Followers, especially those that are struggling
to keep up or survive, often want assured performance, proven reliability and cost-effectiveness.

DMT provides both. But we must emphasize
one or the other, depending on the priorities of
our customers, if we are to be successful.

TWO Articulate the Added Value that DMT
Provides Aside from the twin advantages of technological innovation and assured performance,
DMT also has several other selling points. These
include financial strength, application expertise,
professional services, financing alternatives, digital
distribution, a choice of processing technologies
and close coordination with other aspects of Pitney
Bowes’ mail and messaging solutions. Each of
these is a key strength and can help secure a sale.

THREE Understand the Strengths and
Weaknesses of Competitors Our chief competitor
in the US has recently undergone a leveraged
buyout. That means the firm urgently needs sales
to service a substantial amount of new debt. So
it is likely they will offer low prices to ‘buy’ new
business, and may also reduce funding for R&D,
customer service and other important support
activities. Customers need to know what they get
—and don’t get—when they buy from a discounter.

FOUR Understand the Customers’ Hierarchy
Every organization is dynamic and responds differently to trends, personalities and competing
needs for capital. It is essential to understand
how managers within organizations interact and
achieve consensus, and to focus the sales effort
on assuring that all key constituencies are
involved and supportive.
“As our solutions become more comprehensive, and more aligned with our customers’
internal business processes, the need to achieve
sales success every time becomes increasingly
critical,” says Page. “And our focus on the
Holden Process and on additional training and
coaching will help us win every time.” ■
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ENTERPRISE
I N T E G R AT I O N
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1)

“PB DMT

raised the bar

tremendously

when we

announced

our new

‘closed-loop,

integrated-

messaging’

strategy at

Xplor last fall.”

— Bernie Gracy
Vice President,
Enterprise
Integration
Solutions

“PB DMT raised the bar tremendously when
we announced our new ‘closed-loop, integratedmessaging’ strategy at Xplor last fall,” says Bernie
Gracy, Vice President of Enterprise Integration
Solutions. Gracy is one of the principal architects of
the innovative messaging concept, which builds on
the expertise of DMT around customer documents
and the automated document factory.
ENTERPRISE-WIDE IMPROVEMENT
Now, he and the EIS team are helping customers
improve performance across the enterprise by
using the closed-loop messaging model to break
down the ‘silo’ mentality that has traditionally
isolated print/mail finishing from internal business
functions and lines of businesses.
To achieve that goal, the EIS team is pushing
far beyond the print/mail finishing center or even
the IT Dept., the traditional targets of the PB DMT
sales team. In fact, EIS is now bringing together
functions and departments within customer organizations — Gracy calls it “stitching together a
coalition”— that may have never interacted before.
“It is not uncommon,” he says, “for representatives of the various departments we are meeting
with to exchange business cards among themselves, as well as with us. Although these managers
are all involved in some aspect of customer
messaging, they simply never met before we
brought them together in a meeting.”
Gracy says the EIS team is focusing primarily
on marketing, the customer care or call center,
and the unit that handles returned mail. The
efforts are yielding encouraging results.
JUSTIFYING ROI
“Even in these difficult economic times, marketing
managers are receptive to our innovative approach
because of their need to justify the ROI on the huge
sums spent to acquire and retain customers,” he says.
One such customer is a leading financial
institution that operates a large and very successful
credit card processing unit. This bank spends
more than $900 million a year on marketingrelated expenses, which includes distributing
about 1.2 billion pieces of mail annually. That’s
equivalent to sending about 15 mail pieces to
every household in the U.S. each year.
The bank is already familiar with our print
stream engineering software from docSense,
which it uses to help automate a huge portion of
its customer correspondence.

Gracy is now introducing managers in the
bank to the benefits of linking the customers’
response behavior—which details how customers
respond and can encompass factors such as the
use of non-conforming envelopes, whether payment was enclosed, the orientation of the check,
and the use of staples or paper clips—to the next
outgoing statement.
The goal is to influence and channel behavior
to create a more uniform flow of responses, which
will help boost productivity and the effectiveness
of the remittance processing center.
Additionally, EIS is in discussions with the
bank to implement a closed-loop track and trace
solution to enhance the ability of the remittance
center to forecast receipt of responses and schedule
processing resources.
“If we could help the bank improve the way
they handle responses by just five percent—and
we think we can do much better than that—it
would represent a huge improvement in performance for them,” he says.
CALL CENTER PRODUCTIVITY
Another target or ‘isolated silo’ that is ripe for
improvement is the call center. And to illustrate
the dimensions of the call center opportunity,
Gracy points to his recent discussions with a
major retail organization.
“This firm distributes 14 million customer
statements each month, he explains. “But it also
receives 85 inquiries by telephone for every 1,000
customer statements it mails out. And since the
call center employees don’t have access to a complete record of the statement—including when
it was prepared, mailed and delivered, and what
enclosures were inserted—it is very difficult to
respond to questions about the bill.”
EIS is showing the firm how it can improve
call center performance by utilizing PB DMT
expertise and technology.
“One solution is to provide the call center
representatives with access to the actual image of the
statement, along with the key details concerning
enclosures, processing and delivery by the USPS, and
account data from previous statements,” says Gracy.
“This will dramatically simplify and speed the
handling of each incoming call, which will improve
the productivity of the call center, enhance the
experience of the customer making the call, and
help facilitate a shift to highly-targeted cross-selling,
which can actually boost revenues for the firm.”
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REDUCING RETURNED MAIL
A third key area of enterprise
improvement centers on the
perennial problem of returned
mail. The EIS message here
stresses both cost-reduction
and increased revenues.
“PB DMT has the proven
ability to reduce returned mail,”
says Gracy. “In many instances,
our solution can reduce the
amount of returned mail by as
much as 50 percent in just
three to six months.
“This is a huge hard-dollar
savings in postage, materials
and labor for virtually any
organization,” he emphasizes.
“We are also exploring
with customers how they can
use the move information we
provide to actually bolster sales
by creating unique marketing
offers targeted specifically to
consumers who have moved.”
As an example, he points
to the experience of a
prominent horticultural firm
which discovered that
consumers who have moved respond to offers
involving plantings at roughly twice the rate of
consumers who have not moved. “The firm now
makes a special effort to stay in contact with their
consumers who move,” he says, “and they have
increased both revenues and profits as a result.”
MAIL AS A DRIVER
Lastly, EIS is helping companies explore how to
use the mail piece to elicit a specific response
from customers. “Some organizations want the
mail piece to drive consumers to a Web site, for
example, so consumers can update account
information or order merchandise on their own.”
Other companies prefer that the mail piece
drive consumers to contact an inbound call
center, so that critical information can be verified
or cross-selling efforts can be handled ‘live.’
Still others want the mail piece to drive con
sumers to a retail location, to spur more buying and
to link data about the consumer with the purchase,
which can aid efforts to fine tune future offers.
“Once EIS understands an organization’s

LIFE CYCLE OF THE MESSAGE

“…the
five key
components
goals and priorities, we can help devise customer
messaging strategies that will enable companies
to use their messaging and internal resources
more effectively.”
Gracy readily admits that the ‘nuts and bolts’
of Enterprise Integration—the stitching together
of coalitions, the reviewing of internal business
processes, the searching for hidden needs and
opportunities, and the sophisticated ROI analysis
required to help customers understand and costjustify expenditures—is a lengthy process.
But he is also quick to point out that the long
lead time is well worth the wait. “We are using our
expertise to help our customers streamline and
improve their internal businesses processes and
achieve their most pressing business goals,” he says.
“By helping our customers increase revenue
and profit, improve customer satisfaction, and
acquire and retain more customers, we are securing
and enhancing the our future as well.” ■

of message
creation,
production,
distribution,
receipt and
updating…”
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AWARE AND
INVOLVED

DIVERSITY
MISSION
STATEMENT:
We exist to
champion a
DMT community
that enhances
our business
effectiveness by:
Promoting our
guiding principles
that value
everyone’s
uniqueness and
importance.
Bringing our
people, customers,
business partners
and neighbors
together through
programs and
events.

Diversity in the
Field

O

ne of DMT’s goals for 2002 is to stimulate
diversity-related activities among employees in the
field sales and service organizations. The Diversity
Council is coordinating this nationwide effort and
has launched a multi-step program—involving both
internal and external activities—to help achieve the
goal.
A key first step centers on increased awareness
and included presentations on the importance of
Diversity by Henry Hernandez, Executive Director
for Global Diversity, who addressed the annual
DMT Business Goals and Strategies Meeting in
January and a training seminar for
Customer Service Managers in
March at Aberdeen Woods.
Mr. Hernandez briefed the
managers on emerging demographic trends, reviewed the
progress Pitney Bowes has made
with its Diversity initiative, and
provided several concrete examples
of how Diversity aids business
success.’
A second step involves
increased outreach and involvement with leading
community and business groups. Early in May
Thomas Randolph, a DFSAM in San Francisco,
represented DMT at a black tie dinner in San
Jose honoring the achievements of Americans of
Chinese descent. DMT field representatives are
also scheduled to participate in the Conference
Board’s Annual Diversity Leadership Conference,
which will be held in Chicago in June.
A third step involves increased coordination at
the field level and includes adding field representatives to the Diversity Council, assuring that Diversity
topics are included in Town Hall and CPR meetings,
and creating a calendar of important cultural dates
and events to help guide activities in the field.
The fourth step may be the most comprehensive and involves asking all employees in the
field to share information about their existing
diversity-related activities.

“We are asking for ‘base line’ data because
we believe a good deal of diversity-related activity
is already underway in the field and we want to
acknowledge and highlight those very successful
efforts,” explains Jeanne Lehman, Human Resources
Representative, who is helping coordinate the field
effort on behalf of the Diversity Council. “Sharing
the information will also show how easy it is for
employees in the field to get more involved in
the Diversity program.”
An awareness of Diversity within organizations
is beneficial because it helps build morale and can
foster a stronger sense of team unity. But
it’s external benefits can be even
greater.
“Success in sales depends on
many factors,” says Sandra Long, Vice
President of Sales and Customer
Development. “But a key element is
building a strong and lasting rapport
with the customer. Sales professionals
who are aware of diversity and can
interact with customers from differing
backgrounds clearly have a greater
chance of success.”
Also, encountering customers and potential
customers in non-traditional settings demonstrates
that “the personal business relationship is valued
and extends beyond just the office or mail center
floor,” says Ken Madrigal, Director of Service for
the Central Division. “Diversity enables us to
interact with a wider cross-section of potential
customers, which can only help generate sales in
the future.”
Lehman emphasizes that diversity “is as much
an attitude or a process as it is a goal. There is no
single right way or wrong way when it comes to
reaching out and learning about co-workers or
neighbors or communities,” she continues.
“What may be comfortable or effective for
one person may not work for another. But the
key to success in any diversity initiative is to
make the effort.” ■
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SOLID
GROWTH
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1)

“With the

integration

largely behind

us, we see

bookings picking

up nicely in

most markets,

and we are

preparing to

capitalize fully

on the strength

of our new

organization.”

dealer businesses in Italy, Norway and Sweden
are very positive.”

2 STRENGTHEN OUR LEADERSHIP POSITION IN
ALL MARKETS Merging the PB and B&H MMT
international operations gave DMTI impressive
strength in products, services and technology.
But there are still pockets where the competition
is tough and DMTI needs to use ‘every arrow in
the quiver’ to win every time.
A case in point? The recently launched APS,
which has dramatically redefined high-end
inserting, a key market segment that was
formerly dominated by our competition.
“The APS and our related technology were
instrumental in our winning a soon-to-beannounced contract from a new super bureau in
Italy that is likely to be the largest ever in the
history of DMT, and possibly the largest in the
industry over the past several years.”

3 PROMOTE OUR INTEGRATED MESSAGING
SOLUTION FOR BOTH PHYSICAL AND ELECTRONIC
DOCUMENTS DMTI must lead customers into
the future of messaging as well as meet their
most urgent processing needs today. To accomplish that goal, DMTI is developing Advanced

Technology Centers in key country markets,
such as the UK, Germany, and Japan. These
unique centers will showcase the software,
hardware and expertise that comprise our closedloop, end-to-end messaging solution.
DMTI is also ‘spreading the word’ via
increased participation in major trade shows, a
new set of printed collateral materials, a new web
site, and enhanced public relations coverage.
Additionally, DMTI is planning to host an
important open house at our manufacturing facility
in Friedberg, Germany, that will showcase our
technology and include demonstrations by key
print vendors such as Heidelberg, IBM and Oce.

4 INITIATE CONTINUOUS IMPROVEMENT VIA
100 PERCENT CUSTOMER SATISFACTION Having
the best products and technology is of little value
if your organization is hard to deal with or your
people are unresponsive to the concerns of customers. To help assure that all customer expectations
are met, DMTI will soon begin surveying 25
percent of customers every six months to gauge
their level of satisfaction with sales, service and
all aspects of the total customer experience.

5 DEVELOP OUR PEOPLE AND THEIR SKILLS
“The key to capitalizing quickly and fully on our
product and technology edge, as well as assuring
our future success, depends largely on our people
and their capabilities,” continues Muller. “So we
have launched a major cross-training effort,
encompassing both sales and service, to assure
that our people are fully prepared.” Additional
management training and succession planning is
also being conducted.
“Our customers have responded favorably to
our new organization and efforts,” says Muller.
“They see the logic behind the merger and like
the ease of dealing with a single organization. But
they also have high expectations for the future.
And it is up to us to exceed those expectations so
we can drive the growth of the business.” ■
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AWARDWINNING
PERFORMANCE

The print/mail

finishing center

is honored

for improving

productivity

and quality

while reducing

costs by more

than $1 million

a year.
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D M T E X P E R T I S E H E L P S M E R R I L L LY N C H W I N A

National Quality Improvement Award

A

mail processing efficiency team consisting of
representatives from Merrill Lynch, Pitney Bowes
Document Messaging Technologies and others has
been awarded first place in a national competition
designed to recognize outstanding efforts to
improve productivity, quality and cost-effectiveness.
The competition is sponsored annually by
the Association for Quality and Participation,
an international organization that is dedicated
to improving work processes through quality
initiatives and employee participation.
The Merrill Lynch team received the
AQP’s Gold Award in its prestigious National
Team Excellence competition, which attracts
entries from throughout corporate America,
for its efforts to improve the performance of the
print/mail finishing operation that serves the
giant financial services company.
Called Merrill Lynch Production Technologies,
the unit is responsible for processing more
than 80 million customer account statements
a year. Last year it improved performance by
compressing cycle time by more than 40 percent,
cutting rework by nearly 50 percent, and

reducing costs by more than $1 million a year.
Mark Frohlinger, Senior Reliability Engineer
for Document Messaging Technologies represented Pitney Bowes at the competition and
awards ceremony, which was held in Las Vegas.
He and his supervisor, Tony Luna, Manager
of Reliability Engineering (who is now serving
on active duty with the U.S. military), were
honored for their efforts in coordinating the
improvement project and creating a ‘score card,’
or unique measuring device to help gauge and
guide the performance improvement of
equipment operators.
“Pitney Bowes products and services are
already well-regarded and sought after by high
volume mailers,” says Dick Jozwiakowski, Vice
President for Customer Service for Pitney Bowes
Document Messaging Technology.
“This award helps underscores the value of
the expertise and knowledge that Pitney Bowes
has acquired in partnering with a variety of
customers interested in reducing costs and
achieving superior levels of performance in their
production mail operations.” ■

Mark L. Frohlinger of Pitney Bowes,
left and Tony DeMartino of
Merrill Lynch, right.

The Quality Improvement Team consisted of
(from l. to r.) Miguel Frias and Tony DeMartino of
Merrill Lynch; Rob Gebhard of Westvaco; Nancy
Canales and Phil Less of Merrill Lynch;
Kevin Naughton of Wallace; Bill Orellana
of IBM (standing in for Holly Hickey);
and Mark Frohlinger of PB DMT.

Brian Baxendale
Executive Vice President and
Group President
Editor: C. Leonard Jones
Vice President, Human Resources

37 Executive Drive
Danbury, CT 06810-4148
www.pitneybowes.com
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